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ISAAC GORELIC (Communicated by Andreas R. Blass) Abstract. For k as large an aleph as we want, we construct by forcing a model in which CH holds and there is a Lindelof zero-dimensional space of size k with points G$.
In 1922 (published 1929) Alexandroff and Urysohn proved, for Hausdorff Lindelof spaces X, that if closed sets are Gs then \X\ < c. They asked whether it is sufficient to assume only that X has countable character [1] .
In 1969 Arhangel'skii showed that this is indeed the case [2] . And he, in turn, asked whether countable pseudo-character (points are Gs sets) is enough.
In 1978 Shelah gave a consistent answer NO to the question of Arhangel'skii by constructing a model of CH and in it a Lindelof space with points Gs of size c+ = tt2 [3, 4] . This was the best result up to this point. The question of the true limit of the size of Lindelof spaces with points Gs was still unanswered. In particular, it was an open problem to find, consistent with CH, such a space of size N3 [4] .
In this paper we build for any cardinal k a model in which 2N° = Kx, 2N| > k and there is a Lindelof, 0-dimensional Hausdorff space, with points Gs and cardinality 2^' . The problem of whether consistently there can be such spaces of size larger than 2Nl remains open.
Assume, without loss of generality, that V \= CH & /cN| = k . Fix a disjoint partition of k into countable infinite sets and its enumeration {Aa : a < k} , and, for each a in k , a countable set Ha dense in 2A", Ha = {h^ : £ e Aa} c 2A°.
Notation. For F C 2K and K c k , let F \ K := {/ \ K : fi e F}. Remark. So fi = ga U h^ and (Va e I) {f$ : £ e Aa} is a afe/ise subset of Uga \ A. The set Uga \ A is a closed (7,5 (hence nowhere dense, if |/| > 1) in 2A, but of second category in itself, because it is isomorphic to the Cantor set 2A°.
(5) (Va € I)W e I\{a})(i£ £ Aa) gp \ Aa ± ^ .
Remark. Therefore (Va e I)(V£ e Aa)(in e A\{£}) fi \ Aa ^ f" \ Aa, and so Aa witnesses that {fi^} will be a Gs , for every £ in Aa . (ip e P)(Va € K)(3q < p) with a € I" . Hence (W£ e k) D{ := {q e P : £ e A"} is dense in P.
Fact 2. P is countably closed, moreover, a>!-complete. If Ip -0, let q := (Ha, 0). Otherwise, pick fi e P and find, by the Baire Category Theorem, ga € (Ug, r AP) n [){UB r AP : B e TP}\{fi :c]eAp}^0.
Also pick K e 2A»\Ha. Now let P := P U {a} and, for every 7 e P, set gqy := gP U K , and let G" := {gqy :yeP}U {ga} and T" := Tp . Fact 2 is obvious. Fact 3 is true by the Baire Category Theorem: Suppose Q c P and |Q| = co2. We will show that we can find two conditions, p and q, in Q that can be extended to some r < p, q in P.
By CH, the A-system lemma and simple counting we may assume that there are p / q in Q that are isomorphic structures, i.e., that tp/p -tplq , tp^p = License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use tp Aq , and denoting by £' the unique ordinal in Aq corresponding to a £ e Ap such that tp( APC\£ )=tp( Aqn£'), we have (\/£ e Ap ) (Mn e Ap ) fp(n) = f^(n'), and, moreover, Vx € A := ap n Aq (= [J{Aa : a e P n /«}) /?(*) = j*(jc).
We shall construct an r e P with r < p, q of the form r = (/pU/r,#U Aq ,Fr,Gr,Tp\JTq).
For every f e ^p, ./£ will be an extension of fiP on Aq\A, and for every f' e Aq, f£, will extend fS, on ^P\A. Of course, we need to extend, appropriately, only ga 's.
There are three cases. Set gra, := ga,Uh . That r thus defined belongs to P (and, hence, extends both, p and q ) is immediate. All of Fact 4, except k <2W' , follows from Facts 1,2, and 3; and k < 2a)l follows, for example, from the observation that {ga \ coi.Aa n toi =0} is an enumeration of distinct functions on toi .
Proof ofiFact 5. First observe that if p e P and B e Tp , then p\\-"f/B covers F". Indeed, for every £ e k, D(B,£) := {q e P: q\\-F(£) e UB} is dense below p by Fact 1 (and because {q eP:q <p &£ e A"} c D(B, £)).
Let cr be a P-name for a basic open cover (in 2K) of F, and let some p force this, i.e., p\\-"cr.
k --► Fn(K,2) & ((M£ e k) a(£) c F(£))."
It is enough to show that there is an extension q < p that decides the values of a(£) for all £ e Aq and such that the domains of these decided functions o(£) all lie inside Aq .
That is, we want q < p and B = {s(: £ e Aq} c Fn(Aq, 2) with q\\-"(M£ e A") o(£) = sy. Then we may let q* := (F«, T"xj{B}) with q > q* e P.
And then, by our observation above, #*|f-"cr \ Aq" = B and covers F ."
Thus we would establish the density of such conditions below a member of G, hence the existence of such q* in G, hence our Fact. But such q < p exists because P is toi-complete.
To wit, Vp < p and M£ e Ap 3r < p that decides o(£) (since a is mapping into V), so 3s$ e Fn(K, 2) with r\\-o(£) = s{ ; and, by Fact 1, we may assume that s$ c Ar. Then, "closing up" and using Fact 2, we may see that there is a q < p we want.
Remarks. 1. As P stands, there are p e P which force F not to be dense in 2K . For example, a/?eP with P = {0, 1} and T" = {{{(£o,gx(£o))},{(£i,8o(£x))}}}, where £o -an ordinal in Aq and £x = some ordinal in ^i . Then p||-"*%o, i-*!(&)) ,«i, i-«,«i)>} n F = 0." 2. But with a slightly more work, we can make F dense in 2K , and hence, e.g., ccc. For example, we could additionally require that, for p e P, Fp be dense in 2A"; or, alternatively, that for every B in Tp , Ub \ Ap he dense in 2A" (and then the density of F would follow by genericity).
3. An unessential modification of P will yield in the extension V[G'] two Lindelof spaces (with points Gs ) F and F' such that their product F x F' has a closed discrete subspace of size k = 2Nl . 
